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Abstract— This paper presents the development of PHP and 
MySQL based online examination system with power failure 
handling and dropbox capability. To the best of author’s 
knowledge these shortcomings were not properly addressed in 
the previous systems developed in PHP and MySQL. Power 
failure is an important factor that directly affects the efficiency 
of the online examination system in most of the developing 
countries of the world and made the systems unreliable. 
Therefore, the proposed system resumed from same status 
where it was stopped due to power failure. The second 
shortcoming that is addressed in this system is of rigidness of 
online examination system for students, by introducing 
dropbox capability, to put ambiguous questions to the dropbox 
and attempt these whenever student wants from dropbox. 
These capabilities make the proposed online examination 
system user-friendly, reliable and natural. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Examination is the best way to test one’s ability of 
learning. With the rapid development of computer, web and 
networks technologies, educational organizations replace 
their manual examination system with the web-based 
examination system which reduce the financial cost on 
exams and also reduce the burden of the faculty and 
administration. For this purpose many online examination 
systems were introduced in the market by researchers such 
as  Ji Wen in [1]  presented the design and implementation 
of PHP and MySQL web-based examination system which 
consist of three primary parts including student, teachers 
and administrators, these were introduced and analyzed in 
detail , Huiqiang Lu in [2] presented the development of 
online examination system based on J2EE, Chen Xiangjun 
in [3] presented the development of common examination 
system , Sophal Chao in [4] discussed the examination 
system in which teacher control student examinations and 
there will be sharing of information between departments 
and other interested groups, JunJie Zhang in [5] elaborated 
the design and realization process of intelligentized online 

testing system based on templates. There are many system 
introduced which play a supportive role during examination 
process such as G.Vikram in [6] discussed Network Failure 
handling in Web based online Exam system developed in 
ASP.NET, Lio Siyao in  [7] discussed potential ways of 
cheating during examination process of online examination 
and shortage of existing  online examination  system’s anti-
cheating measures, Monica Farrow in [8] discussed the 
online programming examination which is used to assess 
undergraduates who had learned java for two terms, GUO 
Ping in [9] discussed the design and implementation of 
online scoring system. Every system has its own uniqueness 
but there are certain shortcomings such as power failure and 
rigidness in the system from student perspective which were 
not discussed in any of those systems which are crucial for a 
reliable, trustful, flexible and user friendly online exam 
system. As power failure is a major problem in developing 
countries like Pakistan, so for large scale examination such 
as universities such problem should be solved first and also 
to provide a natural behavior to the system such as solving 
of questions based on its difficulty level dropbox is 
introduced in the system to give student selectivity choice, 
to give more time to difficult question as compare to easy 
question according to the given time. These two 
shortcomings are addressed in this research. 

The proposed system is divided into four functional 
modules; these are user management module, content 
management module, examination management module and 
security module. 

II. USER MANAGMENT MODULE 
User management has a great importance in smooth 

running of the system. There are mostly three categories of 
users that interact with these types of systems, if the system 
doesn’t know the rights of a user associated with a specific 
category then the system will be vulnerable to failure. So 
this module divide the users into three categories on the 
basis of rights i.e. administrator, teacher and student. 

a) Administrator  
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This category of user has the highest level of rights on 
the system as shown in table.1.  administrator can activate 
and deactivate the accounts of teachers and students, as the 
registration is open for both teachers and students , therefore 
it is necessary for the administrator to check the information 
given by user, if the given information is valid then activate 
account else delete account. another activity that admin can 
perform is of addition, deletion and updation of subjects, 
during  addition different attributes of the subjects are set  
i.e. total time, total questions, marks per question, relative 
department of the subject and subject status update. Subject 
status update is an important right because students have 
permanent accounts so the paper status control is important, 
paper can only be shown at a specific date and time by 
updating the status of subject just by clicking a link and then 
hiding by a simple click by administrator. Admin also has 
the right to add, update, delete the question from database, 
and also has the right to update his own profile. 

b) Teacher
This is the second category of user, teacher can share 

rights with administrator only on one activity i.e. question 
management, teacher can also add, update and delete 
question from database  but only from  their relative subject, 
teacher of one subject can never add, delete and update 
question from other subject. Another activity that teacher 
can perform is profile updation of his own account 
according to the requirements. 

c) Student
Student is the third category of user and has limited 

rights on the system. User of this category can register, 
update their profile and enter to exam. Students can attempt 
only those papers in the exam which is related to their 
semester and department. Students can also check their 
results, both current and previous. 

Table 1. The rights of different user’s activities performed on the system

Activities Administrator Teacher Student

Account Activation & 

Deactivation

YES NO NO

Relative account profile 

Updation

YES YES YES

Addition , Deletion & 

Updation of subject

YES NO NO

Subject status update YES NO NO

Addition ,Deletion & 

Updation of questions

YES YES NO

Entrance to Examination NO NO YES

III. CONTENT MANAGEMENT MODULE

This module deals with the management of the contents 
of the system; the contents that this module deals with are 
subjects and questions. 

a) Subject Management 
There are many subjects in the database, for better 

management of these subjects; every subject has an 
association with a specific semester of a department which is 
done at the time of addition of subject. Different activities 
are performed on the subject for management purpose such 
as addition, updation and deletion. 

b) Question Management 
There are thousands of questions added by teachers to the 

question bank for better management each question is 
associated with a specific subject of a particular semester in a 
department which make it unique. Question management 
allows administrator and teacher to add, update and delete 
questions. 

IV. EXAMINATION MANAGEMENT  MODULE 
This module works like heart in the system. It deals 

with all types of operation performed during examination 
process such as paper extraction management, time 
management, power failure handling, dropbox and score 
management.  

Figure 1.Online Examination flow diagram 

a) Paper Extraction Management 
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In examination each paper consist of  fixed number of 
questions and has fixed time to complete, during paper 
extraction from database, system performed two tasks, 
firstly  to avoid cheating, questions from database are 
randomly fetched, in doing so every student find different 
question at the same question number. Secondly every 
question fetched from database is unique for every user. For 
this a formula is set for the system to avoid the repetition of 
questions and every time query results in unique question. 
The formula is  

R=T-(AUD)           
                          R=remaining questions 

           T=total questions 
                        A=answered questions 
                        D=dropbox questions 

                                          U=union 
According to the above formula, the id’s of answered 

and drop box questions are found by the union of two 
queries, in first query id’s of answered questions and in the 
second query id’s of dropbox questions are found and then 
put that id’s to an array and store it in a session, after that at 
each query those questions, id’s of which are stored in that 
session are removed and questions are fetched from the 
remaining questions, as a result at each query gives unique 
question. The query for random and unique question 
fetching is: 

$qry=@mysql_query(”select * from questions where 
quest_id not in(“.$_SESSION[session_var].”) and 
subject_id=$id order by rand() limit 
“.$limitset.””,$connection);

//where questions is the table of questions and 
//$_SESSION[session_var] that stored array of id’s of  
//attempted questions and $limitset variable show the limit 
of question to be fetch  

b) Time Management 
Time management is an essential factor in online 

examination system because every paper has a limited time 
for completion. The system has to restrict the students to 
attempt papers with in the stipulated time, incase if power 
failure occur how can the system then calculate the 
remaining time so that students can start their paper with 
their remaining time on system restart, for this purpose the 
system use two formulas, first one is used at the time when 
system running at normal condition and second one is used 
if incase power failure occurred. The first formula is 

Rt=Tt-(Ct-St)                  (1) 
                             Rt=Remaining time 
                             Tt=Total time 
                             Ct=Current time 
                             St=Start time 

   Rt=Tt-((Ct-Ut)+Kt)            (2) 
                             Rt=remaining time 
                             Ct=current time 
                             Ut=Updated start time 

                          Kt=Consume time 
When a user starts paper, the time is set in database, 

i.e. total time, consume time, remaining time and user 
session id. As a student click next or refresh page time 

consumed and remaining times are updated. The start time 
update only if power failure occurred, at the next system 
start when user starts a new session with different session id 
as system detect session id change on matching with id in 
database the start time get updated only once per session 
change. As the figure 1 shows every time student move 
forward time condition is checked, If remaining time is less 
than or equal to zero, system automatically submit paper 
and proceed to result page. It makes system more reliable 
with best time management. 

c) Power Failure Handling
Power failure handling is an important factor which 

directly affects the efficiency of the system, for this purpose 
during examination process all answered and dropbox 
questions start time, remaining time, consume time and 
session id  are stored in database, all the records of 
particular session have session id as an identifier. At the 
start of paper a cookie is set which store the session id of a 
particular student, in case if power failure occurred or by 
mistake student closed browser or system crashed, then after 
restart of the system as shown in figure 1 and successful 
login, system check for the relative active cookie if active 
cookie is found, a link appear named “resume paper” as 
shown in figure 3. when this link is clicked session id from 
cookie is matched with the current session id, as the 
matched result is in difference, which allow  the code to 
execute for resuming paper, within this block of code there 
is a condition which match the current session id with a field 
in database name new_sessid  which is empty by default, so 
match results difference, which allow a query to update start 
time and insert current session id in new_sessid ,this query 
execute only once per session, so start time update only 
once per session because during the same session after first 
successful execution of query the session id and new_sessid 
now have the same values,  therefore the condition result no 
difference which don’t allow query to execute again, after  
that consume time is fetch from database using the previous 
session id as an identifier and time remaining is calculated 
using second formula of time which is Rt=Tt-((Ct-Ut)+Kt).
at the same time query is executed to find the answered, 
dropbox and remaining questions using previous session id 
as an identifier ,after calculation student will be directed to 
page with same question number , same number of question 
in dropbox and same remaining time as at the time when 
power failure occurred and a link appeared with name of 
“start paper “ as shown in figure 2 on clicking this new  
paper start, if incase a paper was completed by student 
earlier then a message displayed with paper earlier 
completion alert because system always check student 
record for a particular subject in order to avoid second 
attempt of paper of that particular subject. 
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Figure 2. Interface to start paper from beginning 

Figure 3. Interface to resume paper after power failure 

d) Dropbox
Dropbox is a facility presented in this system for 

students convenience, According to a survey conducted in 
the University of Agriculture Peshawar 80% of the student 
don’t prefer online exam because of the rigidness in the 
system. Most student said that during online exam when we 
face an ambiguity there is no way to skip that question, the 
system forces us to attempt it because  we are going out of 
time and we have a lot of other questions to attempt and we 
want to attempt easy question first which consume less time 
as compare to difficult questions because we want to give 
more time to difficult questions as compare to easy 
questions and at  the end of paper don’t miss any question 
because of time , for this reason this system introduce 
dropbox, during examination process as shown in figure 4. 
If a student face an ambiguity in a question or want to
attempt the given question after other questions because of 
its difficulty which require more time to solve, student can 
put that question to dropbox by clicking “put to dropbox” 
button as shown in figure 4 then at any moment student can 
pick that question from dropbox by clicking “pick from 
dropbox” button during examination process and submit 
that question. At any moment during examination process 
student can switch between normal paper and dropbox. 
Dropbox does not mean for extra time it give time to the 
student within the given time. It makes the system more 
flexible and user friendly for student. 

Figure  4. Paper interface for students 

e) Score Management
Score shows the success level of a student, so it is 

necessary to have better procedure for calculation of score, 
for this purpose when admin add a subject during that time 
admin set marks per question an attribute of that particular 
subject then when a student complete that particular paper 
the system automatically fetch the true answered questions 
and multiply it with marks per question attribute, it may 
hold any value depend on the admin. After that percentage 
is found and a grade are assigned on the bases of percentage 
and after that GPA is assigned according to the grades, and 
student is directed towards the result page showing the score 
card of that particular paper of that student. The grading and 
GPA system used in this system is  

� If percentage is equal to 90 or greater than 90 the 
grade will be A+ and GPA equal to 4.00. 

� If percentage is equal to 80 and less than 90 the 
grade will be A and GPA equal to 3.67. 

� If percentage is equal to 70 and less than 80 the 
grade will be B+ and GPA equal to 3.33. 

� If percentage is equal to 65 and less than 70 the 
grade will be B and GPA equal to 3.00. 

� If percentage is equal to 56 and less than 65 the 
grade will be C+ and GPA equal to 2.50. 

� If percentage is equal to 50 and less than 56 the 
grade will be C and GPA equal to 2.00. 

� If the percentage is less than 50 the grade will be E 
and GPA is equal to 0.00 and this is failing grade. 

The score cards shows the score, percentage, grade, 
GPA, total true answers and total wrong answers and 
consume time of that student. 

V. SECURITY MODULE 
This module is concerned with the security of the 

system, security of an online examination system holds top 
priority, online examination system is more vulnerable to
attacks rather than standalone system because online system 
is accessible worldwide on internet, for security handling 
certain procedure is followed i.e. 

� Every input to the system is validated and filtered 
using both client side and server side validation and 
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then the validated data is filtered. For client side 
validation jqueryvalidator plugin is used and on 
sever side preg_match() function of PHP and regular 
expressions are used. preg_match() function match 
the input value with a regular expression such as for 
email validation the regular expression is”/^[_a-z0-9-
]+(\.[_a-z0-9-]+)*@[a-z0-9-]+(\.[a-z0-9-]+)*(\.[a-
z]{2,3})$/i”, every input will be matched with a 
specific regular expression. Data is filtered on server 
side using PHP functions such as 
mysql_real_escape_string(), htmlentities(), 
strip_tags() ,  trim(), the data is passed through these 
functions and  a result clean data is submitted to 
database. 

� For password protection to avoid hacking of 
password md5() function is used which encrypt the 
password , make the password more secure and 
unreadable rather than a plain text password. 

� To avoid spammers system used custom developed 
captcha, every time a pages is refreshed the 
characters in captcha changed and for submission of 
form the same characters should be enter else form 
will not be submitted. 

� For secure URL mode_rewrite module of apache 
server is used which replace the original URL, which 
make the URL more secure because user of the 
system does not know the original URL running in 
the back. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this research, the development of an online 

examination system is presented, that tends to remove 
shortcomings such as power failure and rigidness of the 
system in the previous systems based on PHP and MySQL. 
The implementation of the proposed system showed that 
this approach of online examination result high level of 
satisfaction as compared to the previous system with the 
result gain in a second survey conducted in the University of 
Agriculture Peshawar which is 70%. In this system not only 
shortcomings were removed but it also modifies the system 
security and scoring systems which are discussed in their 
relative modules to give better management of system. Now 

the system is more reliable, trustful, natural and flexible, 
both for students and teachers. The current system only 
support multiple choice questions but in future certain more 
question types should be added such as programing 
questions, multiple answered question and new anti-
cheating strategy should be adopted to make the system 
perfect online examination system. 
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